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ENTROPY SOLUTIONS FOR DIFFUSION-CONVECTION EQUATIONS
WITH PARTIAL DIFFUSIVITY

M. ESCOBEDO, J. L. VAZQUEZ, AND ENRIKE ZUAZUA

Abstract. We consider the Cauchy problem for the following scalar conserva-

tion law with partial viscosity

u,=Axu + dy(f(u)),        (x,y)eRN,  t>0.

The existence of solutions is proved by the vanishing viscosity method. By

introducing a suitable entropy condition we prove uniqueness of solutions. This

entropy condition is inspired by the entropy criterion introduced by Kruzhkov

for hyperbolic conservation laws but it takes into account the effect of diffusion.

Introduction

We present a theory of existence and uniqueness for suitable entropy solutions

of a nonlinear equation which describes the combined effects of diffusion and

convection of matter. It has the form

(0.1) ut=Axu + dyf(u),

posed in the space R^ , TV > 2, denoted by the variable z = (x, y), x e RN~l,

y e R. The main characteristic of this equation is that it has mixed parabolic-

hyperbolic type, due to the directional separation of the diffusion and convection

effects: while matter is convected along the y axis, it is simultaneously diffused

along all orthogonal directions.

Our interest in the model is not merely academic. We have encountered

it while studying in [EVZ] the asymptotic behavior of a 'standard' nonlinear

diffusion-convection model of the form

(0.2) ut = Azu + dyf(u),

in the case f(u) = u\u\q~x for 1 < q < (TV + 1)/TV. Notice that Azu =

Axu + d2u. In fact, certain self-similar solutions of equation (0.1) will give the

large-time behaviour of the nonnegative solutions of (0.2) having finite mass.

The unique characterization of solutions of (0.1) is essential in establishing the

asymptotic behaviour of (0.2). The comparison of both equations suggests the

name 'reduced equation'' for (0.1).

The existence of solutions of equation (0.1) can be obtained by the classical

method of adding a vanishing artificial viscosity, in other terms a diffusion, in
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the missing direction (along the y-axis). We consider the existence theory for

the Cauchy problem with bounded and integrable initial data.

The main interest of our treatment lies in the uniqueness part. It is well

known that solutions of conservation laws are not characterized in a unique way

unless we impose extra conditions, so-called entropy conditions. Such problems

arise for equation (0.1). In dealing with uniqueness we will be inspired in the

entropy conditions in the form given by Kruzhkov, [Kr], which is now classical.

However, in view of the presence of the diffusion term Axu in equation (0.1)

Kruzhkov's entropy criterion has to be modified. This is done by introducing as

entropy test functions all functions of the form \u-ip(x)\ and tp smooth, while

Kruzhkov's definition asks for y/ to be constant. This change also implies the

modification of the criterion formula which now reads for a candidate solution

u(x,y,t):

— \u-\p(x)\-Ax\u- ip(x)\

(EC)    m d

- dv^^ ~ fW*^ sign(" ~ ^ + Sign(" ~~ W(x))Axy/(x),

which is to be understood in the sense of distributions.  The function sign is

defined as sign(s) = 1 for 5 > 0, -1  for 5 < 0 and 0 for s = 0.  In this
setting uniqueness is established for entropy solutions of the Cauchy problem

with initial data in Lx n L°° .
Most of the tools we use are well known in the theory of viscous or hy-

perbolic scalar conservation laws. However, equation (0.1) presents important

new difficulties due to its mixed hyperbolic-parabolic character depending on

directions.
Before proceeding with the proofs, let us make some comments. Equation

(0.1) admits as solutions functions of the form u(y, t) as long as they are

solutions of the nonviscous conservation law ut = dyf(u). This points out the
need for some kind of entropy condition in equation (0.1), notwithstanding the

fact that a viscosity term is present. On the other hand, solutions of the form

u = u(x, t) coincide with the solutions of the heat equation ut = Axu, where

no such additional condition is needed. In fact, the restriction of condition (EC)

to such equations holds as a consequence of the regularity of the solutions.

The condition we suggest modifies Kruzhkov's condition to take into account

those facts.

1. Statement of the main results

We will study the existence, uniqueness and properties of entropy solutions

for the Cauchy problem associated to the diffusion-convection equation of the

reduced type

(1.1) ut = Axu + dyf(u),

(1.2) u(x, 0) = u0(x, y),

with / a locally Lipschitz continuous real function such that f(0) = 0 and

initial data u0 G LX(RN) n L°°(RN).

Definitions, (i) By a solution of ( 1.1 ) we will understand a function

u e C((0, oo): Lx(RN))nL°°(Q),     Q = RN x (0, oo),

which satisfies (1.1) in the sense of distributions.
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(ii) A solution of problem (1.1 )—( 1.2) is a solution of ( 1.1 ) suchthat u(-, t) —>

«o in L^R^) as /-»0. Thus, u - u(x, y, t) is continuous at í = 0 as a
function: [0, oo) t- LX(RN).

(hi) A solution u(x, y, t) is called entroy solution if the entropy criterion

(EC) is satisfied for all smooth functions ip — ip(x). As said above, it extends

Kruzhkov's definition by allowing y/ to be nonconstant. This forces us to

introduce the extra term

sign(w- ip(x))Axip(x)

on the right-hand side, and the term -Ax\u - y/(x)\ on the left-hand side. Our
main results are

Theorem 1. T-br every u0 e Lx (RN)nL°°(RN) there exists an entropy solution of

problems (1.1)-(1.2). This solution can be constructed by the vanishing-viscosity
method.

Theorem 2. The entropy solution of problems (1.1)-(1.2) is unique. Moreover,

comparison holds:

(1.3) If «o < vo a.e. in RN, then u < v in Q = RN x (0, oo) .

Finally, the following Lx-contraction property is true: ifu and v are two entropy

solutions with initial data uo, vo resp., then for every t > 0:

(1-4) ||a(-,/)-«(•, Olli <ll«o-«olli.
Moreover,

/       /       \u(x,y,t)-v(x,y,t)\dydx
JRN-I J\y\<R

< / \uo(x,y)-vQ(x,y)\dydx,
■/R"-' J\y\<R+at

where

a = max{||/'(u)||Lco(RArx(0,r)). H/'(w)llL»(By(o,r))}-

The main properties of the solution are summarized as follows:

Theorem 3. Let u be an entropy solution of (I A) with initial data u0 e LX(RN).
Then, for every t > 0 we have conservation of mass:

(1.5) u(x,y,t)dxdy=     uo(x,y)dxdy.

We also have

(1-6) ll«(-,i)llj»<ll«ollp
for every p e [1, oo]. If in addition Wo is smooth we have further properties.

Thus, if Uo has bounded variation

(1.7) TV(u(-,t))<TV(u0)

and if moreover wo has a spatial gradient of bounded variation in the x direc-
tions

(1.8) ||w(., t2) - u(-, Mill < C[TV(uo) + TV(Vxu0)]\t2 - tx\,

with C = C(||m0||oo).
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2. Existence of solutions for smooth data

We establish here the existence part of Theorem 1 in the case where the initial

data are smooth, precisely under the condition

(2 1) tt0eLoc(RN)nBV(RN)nLx(RN;l + \x\ + \y\),      and

VxUo e (BV(RN))N~X.

We derive at the same time the main properties of the solution as listed above.

The construction of the solution uses the classical vanishing-viscosity method.

Define «o>e = Uq * Ce, where * denotes convolution in R^ , f, = Ç£(x, y) =

e~NÇ(x/e, y/e), Ç being a smooth cut-off function in Ü^R^) with the follow-

ing properties:

(i) C is nonnegative and its support is contained in the unit ball of R^ .

(ii) The integral of Ç over R^ is 1.
(iii) ((-x, -y) = C(x,y).
We then consider the regularized parabolic problem

f u, = Axu + ed2u + dyf(u),

\u(x,y,0) = u0,£(x,y).

It is well known (cf. for instance [EZ]) that for all e > 0 this problem has a

unique solution

u£ e C([0, oc): LX(RN)) n L°°(Q).

In addition u£ e C([0, oo: W2<p(Rn)) n C'([0, oo); L»(RN)) for all 1 < p <

oo . On the other hand, ut satisfies the properties (1.3) to (1.6).

Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, p. 68, of Godlewski and Raviart

[GR], we deduce that for every / and e > 0 :

(2.3) uE(x, y, t) dx dy =     u0,£(x, y)dxdy,

(2.4) ||Vtie(0||i <||V«o..||i <TV(u0),

(2.5) ||Ô,Me(OHi < C[TV(u0) + TV(Vxu0)].

On the other hand, multiplying (2.2) by u\u\p~2 and integrating gives

(2.6) ||Mí(OIIp < ll"o||p     for all 1 </><oo.

These estimates allow us to pass to the limit and to get a solution

u e C([0, oo) ; L1 (R*)) n L°°(Q),     Q = RN x (0, oo),

satisfying (1.6)-( 1.8).
In order to prove equality (1.5), i.e. the conservation of mass for u, we need

to prove a uniform estimate for the tails of u£. Taking into account that

«o € L^R^; 1 + |.x| + \y\) we can prove that Uo£ is uniformly bounded in

LX(RN ; I + \x\ + \y\). Then, by doing L1-estimates on the equations that the

XiU£ and yu£ satisfy, we get that

/
u£(x, y, t)\(\x\ + \y\) dx dy < C(t)
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for every t and e > 0. This allows us to estimate the tails of u£ and to obtain

the conservation of mass for u .

Finally, since u£ satisfies the entropy condition (EC) for all e > 0, passing
to the limit as e —» 0 we conclude that u also satisfies the entropy condition.

3. Uniqueness of entropy solutions with smooth data

We establish the following result

Theorem 3.1. Let us assume that, as in the above section,

(3.1) u0eLx(RN; l + \x\ + \y\)nL°°(RN)nBV(RN),    Vxw0 G (BV(RN))N~X.

Then there is a unique bounded entropy solution of problem (1.1 )—( 1.2). More-

over, (1.3) and (1.4) hold.

Proof. Let us denote by u the solution obtained in the section above by the

vanishing-viscosity method, and let v = v(x, y, t) be another entropy solution

with the same initial data. We will prove that u = v .

Remark. For notational simplicity the expression

dy[(f(u) - f(ip)) sign(w - ip)],

which appears frequently in the calculations is replaced by dy\f(u) - f(y/)\.

This is only true if f is nondecreasing, as our original motivation. But, except

for this change the proof applies to every locally Lipschitz function real /.

(I) We shall take advantage of the fact that u has been constructed by the

vanishing-viscosity method. Indeed, since u£ is a solution of the regularized

parabolic problem we have

(3.2) \u£ - y/\t - (Axu£) sign(wc - ip) - ed2\u£ -ip\< dy\f(us) - f(y/)\

in 3¡'(Q), Q = R^-1 x Ry x R+ , for all e > 0 and all y/ = \p(x) e L°°(RN).
For fixed z g R and t g R+ we now take ip(x) = v(x, z, t) in (3.2) to get

(3.3)
\u£(x,y, t)-v(x, z, r)\t - (Axu£(x, y, t))sign(u£(x, y, t)-v(x, z, t))

-ed2\u£(x,y, t)-v(x, z, t)| < dy\f(u£(x, y, t))-f(v(x, z, r))\

in 2¡'(Q) , with respect to the same variables. On the other hand, since u£ is

smooth, we may take y/(x) = u£(x, y, t) in the entropy condition satisfied by

v = v(x, z, t) . We thus get

\v(x, z, x) - u£(x, y, t)\z - Ax\v(x,z,x)- u£(x, y, t)\

(3.4) <dz\f(v(x,z,z))-f(u£(x,y,t))\

+ Axu£(x ,y,t) sign(v(x, z, r) - u£(x, y, t))

in 3>'(Q), where now Q = Rx~x x Ry x R+ . These two inequalities are the

cornerstone of the proof.
(II) We now establish the main distribution inequality for differences of so-

lutions.
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Lemma 3.2. Let u = u(x, y, t) be the entropy solution o/(l.l) constructed by

the vanishing-viscosity method as in § 1 taking initial data wo = uo(x, y) with the

assumptions (3.1). Let v = v(x, y, t) be any other uniformly bounded entropy

solution of (I.I). Then

(3.5) dt\u-v\-Ax\u-v\-dy\f(u)-f(v)\<0    in2'(Q).

Proof. We follow familiar ground, cf. the textbook [GR]. Firstly, we take a

cut-off function r = r(y, t) e 3l(R x R+) and set

râ(y,t) = ô-2r(y/ô,t/â).

We also take a nonnegative test function, d>(x, Ç, s) e 2(RN x (0, oo)), and

define two functions:

±     , x , -,    *. (    y + z   t + x\    fy-z   t-x\
<t>(z,x)(x,y, t) = n(yJ)(x, z,x) = <&lx, —2~, ~2T)rs \~^2~ ' ~1T) '

(In the sequel the subindices (z, x) in <j> and (y, t) in n will be frequently

omitted.) Using <f> as test function in (3.3) and n in (3.4) and integrating the

inequalities we get with respect to (y, t) and (z,x) respectively, we obtain,

with ut = ue(x, y, t) and v = v(x, z, x) :

-i/<»,)-/Wi(§Mf)
+ e\u£ - v\d24>+ \u£ - v\Axn > dxdy dzdtdx.

Passing to the limit as e —> 0 we obtain that

Jo    Jo    JrJrJrk-i I Vdz   dx

i(H+i
-v\Axr¡\+ \u - v \Axrj \ dxdy dzdtdx,

where u = u(x, y, t). We not take into account that

dcj)     dr\     dí> /     y + 2   t + x\     fy-z   t-x
f dx      ds \X'    2    '    2   )rs\

and
dt] _ 9<D /     y + z   t + x\     fy-z   t - x\

+ dz"~dc:\x' ~r~ ' ~r)rs \~ir ' ~ir)d~y + d~z

Let us introduce the change of variables

y = 1±1,   z = KA,   r=£±I.   s = L^
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that maps R2 x (R+)2 into Q = {(Y, Z , T, S) e R2 x R2 : T + S>0, T-S>
0}. Setting

G = G(x,Y ,Z,T,S)

= \u(x, Y + Z, T + S)-v(x, Y-Z, T-S)\^(x, Y, T)

-\f(u(x, Y + Z, T + S))-f(v(x, Y-Z, T-S))\^(x, Y, T)

+ \u(x, Y + Z, T + S)-v(x, Y-Z, T-S)\AxQ(x, Y, T)

we may rewrite (3.6) as follows:

(3.7) Js= f       f G(x,Y,Z,T,S)râ(Z,S)dxdYdTdZdS>0.
Jr»-> Ja

We now claim that

(3.8) Js-> [    [  G(x,Y,0,T,0)dxdYdT = J0    asâ^O.
Jo   Jr"

But then,

J0 = Jo   Jr* {'" ~ ü|ä7 ~ l/(W) ~ f{V)^ + '" ~ VlAx<í>\ dx^dT > 0

i.e. (3.5). In order to prove this claim we introduce the function

iT  t) = { l     ifT + S>0,T-S>0,
1 0    otherwise.

With this notation we have

Js = [    G(x, Y,Z, T,S)rs(Z,S)x(T,S)dxdYdZdTdS.

On the other hand, since /R2 r¡(z, S) dZ dS = 1, we also have

Jo= f     G(x,Y,0,T,0)x(T,0)rs(Z,S)dxdYdZdTdS.

Let us denote by K the support of <E> and by C¿ the support of rs . We may

assume that

Gc{(Z,S):|Z|<¿,1t|<<5}.

We have

\Js-M< I dxdYdT [  \G(x, Y,Z, T,S)X(T,S)
Jk Jcs

-G(x, Y,0,T, 0)x(T, 0)\rs(Z,S)dZdS,

and therefore, \J¿ - M < A¿ + B¿ , with

As= f dxdYdT í \G(x, Y,Z, T, S) - G(x, Y,0, T, S)\rs(Z, S) dZ dS,
Jk Jcs

and

Bô = J \G(x,Y,0,T,0)\\J  \x(T,S)-x(T,0)\rs(Z,S)dZdS   dYdTdx.
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Proceeding as in p. 75 of [GR] we deduce that

\G(x, Y,Z, T,S)-G(x, Y,0, T,0)\

<Cx{\u(x, Y + Z,T + S)-u(x,Y,T)\

+ \v(x ,Y-Z,T-S)-v(x,Y, T)\},

with Cx = C(||«||ioo(ß), ||v||l°o(0)) . Since |r¿| < C2S~2 we find

AS<C3Ô-2 [ dxdYdT [ {\u(x, Y + Z, T + S)-u(x, Y, T)\
Jk Jc¡

+ \v(x, Y - Z , T - S) - v(x, Y, T)\}dZdS.

From Lebesgue's differentiation theorem we know that, for a.e. x,

1
lim /  \u(x, Y + Z, T + S) - u(x, Y, T)\dZ dS = 0

Jc*s-,0 meas(Q) JCs

for almost all (Y, T) e R x R+ . Of course, we have an analogous result for v .

Then, applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem we deduce that:

lim<r2 / dxdYdT [ [\u(x, Y + Z, T + S) - u(x, Y, T)\
s^°       Jk Jcs

+ \v(x, Y-Z, T-S)-v(x, Y, T)\]dzdS = 0,

and this implies that A¿ —> 0 as ô —> 0. On the other hand,

/  \x(T,S)-x(T,0)\rs(Z,S)dZdS<C4o-x [   \X(T, S) - X(T ,0)\dS,
Jc¡¡ J-6

and therefore,

Bâ<C5S-x[dTÎ   \x(T,S)-x(T,0)\dS.
Jr      J-s

It is then easy to check that Bs < C5Ô . This concludes the proof of claim (3.8)

and the lemma.   D

Remark 3.3. Note that in the proof of (3.5) we have not used the initial data

taken by v at time t = 0. We have only used that v e LCC(Q). Of course,

concerning uniqueness only the case where v solves (1.1) with the same initial

data as u is of interest.
(Ill) Proceeding with the uniqueness proof, let us now formally integrate

inequality (3.5) over the set R^_l x Kr^t with

Kr,t = {(y, t) e R x R+ : \y\ < R + a(T- t), t G [0, T]}

with a = (max||/'(w)||¿oo(e), \\f'(v)\\L°°(Q)) and 7?, r>0. We obtain that

/       /       \u(x,y,T)-v(x,y,T)\dydx
jRN^l  J\y\<R

(3.9) -/       / \uo(x,y)-v0(x,y)\dxdy
,/RW-i J\y\<R+aT

+ /     {\u-tp\nt + \f(u)-f(v)\ny}dodx<0,
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where 2ZR,T = {(y, t) eRxR+: \y\ = R +a(T - t), te [0, T]} is the lateral
surface to KRtT and n = (ny, nt) is the outward normal to 2ZR,T ■

In (3.9) we have denoted by uo and v0 the initial data of u and v respec-

tively. Since

\f(u)-f(v)\ > -a\u-v\,

we have

\u -v\nt + f(u) - f(v)\ny > \u-v\nt- a\u -v\ny = 0

on 2ZrT , so that, at least formally, we get the basic dependence formula

/       /       \u(x,y,T)-v(x,y,T)\dxdy
V-' J\y\<R

< / \uo(x,y)-vo(x,y)\dydx.
Jrn-\ J\y\<R+aT

Obviously, (3.10) implies in particular the uniqueness of solutions.

In the next lemma we make a precise statement about (3.10) that we will

prove below:

Lemma 3.4. Let Uo = uo(x, y) be as above and u the solution of (I A) obtained

by the vanishing-viscosity method. Let v be any other uniformly bounded entropy

solution with initial data v0 e LX(RN) n L°°(RN). Then, for any R, T > 0 we
have (3.10) with

a = max{||/'(M)||Loo(ß), ||/»|U~(e)}.

Remarks 3.5. Of course, this lemma implies the uniqueness of the entropy so-

lution of (1.1) for smooth initial data satisfying (3.1).

In addition to the uniqueness result this lemma yields the finite speed of

propagation that (1.1) possesses in the direction y.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. We begin by approximating the characteristic function

of the set Kr^t■ We introduce the following approximation of Heaviside's

function:

•J OO

Y£(t)= /   Us)ds,
J oc

with Ce e 3f(R) a cut-off function with support on [-e, e]. Then, for ö , e,

6 > 0 with ô < T we set

cp(y, t) = (Y£(t -Ô)- Y£(t - T))(l - Ye(\y\ -R-M(T- t))).

Clearly cp e 2{R x R+) is nonnegative and satisfies

_fl     if \y\ <R + a(T-t)-6 ande+ S<t< T-e,

V^y ' *> ~ { 0    if \y\ > R + a(T - t) + 6 or t < Ô + e.

Let us now suppose that e < S . Given any nonnegative \p = y/(x) e 3?(RN~X)
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we use y/(x)cp(y, t) as a test function in (3.5) to get

I00 [   \u-v\yj(x)(Ut-ô)-Ut-T))(l-Ye(\y\-R-a(T-t)))dydxdt
Jo    Jrn

+ T f   |« - tp\Axy/(x)(Y£(t -6)- Y£(t - T))
Jo   Jr*

•(l-Y6(\y\-R-a(T-t)))dydxdy

+ T f [|/(") - m\ - <*l" - v\]ip(x)(Y£(t -Ô)- Y£(t - T))
JO     Jr"

• Ce(\y\ -R-a(T- t))(signy)dxdydt > 0.

Since \f(u) - f(v)\ <a\u-v\ and Y£(t - ô) - Y£(t - T) > 0, we deduce that

the last integral is < 0. Therefore, we get

0<   H I   \u-v\y/(x)(Ce(t-S)-Ce(t-T))
Jo   Jr"

• (1 - Yg(\y\ -R-a(T- t)))dydxdt

+ T f   \u- v\Axy/(x)(Y£(t -Ô)- Y£(t - T))
Jo    7rw

•(1 - Ye(\y\ - R - a(T - t))) dy dxdt.

Now we let 6 tend to 0. Applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem

we get

0<  /      /     \u-v\y/(x)(Ut-ô)-Ut-T))dxdydt
Jrn-^ Jkr t

+ [       í     \u-v\(Axyy(x))(Y£(t-S)-Y£(t-T))dxdyá
Jr»-> Jkr t

with

KER<T = {(y,t)eRxR+:\y\ < R + a(T - t), S - e < t < T + e}.

This can be equivalently rewritten as follows:

0<   H(Ç£(t - Ô) - Ç£(t - T)) í      [ y/(x)\u-v\dydxdt
,■,,%-, Jo Jrn-> Js,
{■J-1 *) „ex, ç r

+       (Y£(t - Ô) - Y£(t - T)) Axy/(x)\u-v\dydxdt
Jo Jrn~s Js,

where St is as follows: St = {y eR: \y\ < R + a(T - t)} . Now,

lim/   (Y£(t - Ô) - Y£(t - T)) í      [ Axy/(x)\u-v\ dydxdt
e-+OJo 7rn-i Js,

= / Axy/(x)\u-v\ dydxdt,
Js  Jrn~i Js,

and then clearly

lim lim /   (Y£(t - ô) - Y£(t - T)) I      [ Axy/\u-v\ dydxdt
S-+0£-+OJo Jrn-i Js,

= / Axy/(x)\u-v\dydxdt.
Jo  JrN] Js,
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On the other hand, if we introduce the function w: RN~X xR+hR, defined

by

w(x,t)= / \u(x,y,t)-v(x,y,t)\dy,
Js,

and set w£ = w * Ç£ (convolution in the time variable), defined for t > e, we

have

/   (Ce(t-S)-Ce(t-T)) [     y/(x) [ \u- v\ dydxdt
Jo Jrk-i        Js,

= /      (w£(x,S)-w£(x,T))y/(x)dx.
jRW-l

Letting first, e -> 0 and then ô -» 0 we obtain that

/      V(x) I \uo(x,y)-tpo(x,y)\dydx
JR"-i J\y\<R+aT

(3.12) -/      y/(x) I       \u(x,y,T)-v(x,y,T)\dydx
Jr"-> J\y\<R

= limlim/   (Ç£(t - Ô) - Ç£(t - T)) [      ( y/(x)\u-v\dydxdt.
S^Oe->OJo Jrn-i Js,

From (3.10)-(3.12) we deduce that

/      y/(x) j \uo(x, y)-v0(x,y)\dydx
JRN-I J\y\<R+aT

(3.13) -/      V(x) /       \u(x,y,T)-v(x,y,T)\dydx
Jr»-i J\y\<R

+ Axy/(x) ¡ \u-v\dydxdt>0.
Jo  Jr"-i Js,¡o  Jrn~i Js,

Let us choose now <p e&(RN~x) such that

1     if \x\ < 1,

0    if bel > 2,"{

and 0 < tp < 1 when 1 < |x| < 2. We take in (3.13), y/(x) = <p(x/ß) and let
ß -» oo. We obtain in this way

/       /       \u(x,y,T)-v(x,y,T)\dydx
JrN-i J\y\<R

< / \u0(x,y)-v0(x, y)\dydx,
Jrn~' J\v\<R+aTIrk-i J\y\<R+aT

with completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.   D

Remark 3.5. Note that by taking limits in (3.10) as 7? -> oo we obtain the

L1 (RA')-contraction property ( 1.3) for the entropy solutions of ( 1.1 ) with smooth

initial data.
On the other hand, the comparison property can be easily obtained by the

uniqueness property we have proved. Indeed, since every entropy solution of

(1.1) with smooth initial data is the limit as e —► 0 of the solutions of the
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regularized problem (2.2) and since by the Maximum Principle the comparison

holds for (2.2), it also holds for (1.1).

4. Existence and uniqueness in L'n L°°

We complete in this section the proof of our main results by dealing with

bounded and integrable initial data, possibly nonsmooth.

Existence. Given uo G LX(RN) n L°°(RjV), we construct a sequence of smooth

data {»o,«} c S$(RN), such that {«o,«} is uniformly bounded in R^ and

(4.1) «o,« —► Uo    in LX(RN) as n -» oo.

Let us denote by un the entropy solution of ( 1.1 ) with data Uo, n ■ In view of

(4.1) and the contraction (1.4) we conclude that the sequence {u„} converges in

C([0, oo): LX(RN)) to a function u = u(x,y,t) as n —> oo . In view of (1.6)

the u„ are also uniformly bounded in L°°((RN) x (0, oo)). By interpolation

we deduce that

un^u    inC([0,oc):Li,(RAi))

for every p e [1, oo). This allows us to pass to the limit in equation (1.1) and

entropy condition (EC), which are of course satisfied by un . Thus, the limit is

an entropy solution of (1.1). It also verifies the initial data «o •

Uniqueness. Since the solutions are supposed to be bounded and belong to

C([0, oo): LX(RN)), proceeding as in §3 we may prove that for every pair of

entropy functions u and v we have

/   \u(x, y, T)-v(x, y, T)\dxdy <       \u(x, y, t)-v(x, y, t)\dxdy
Jr» Jr"

whenever 0 < t < T. Taking limits as t —> 0 on the right-hand side we deduce

the Lx-contraction property (1.4), hence uniqueness. The comparison principle

is now immediate since it holds for the approximate problems.   G

5. Extensions and applications

I. Since the main estimates are in fact Lx bounds, the above method of ap-

proximation can be applied to initial data merely in LX(RN). There is however

a difficulty, namely the fact that we have used the boundedness of the solutions

for t > x > 0. This property can be obtained as an a priori estimate for inte-

grable data under some assumptions, and is known as the Lx-L°° regularizing

effect. In [EVZ, Lemma 2.2] we have the regularizing effect for solutions of

(0.2) if / is of the form

f(u) = \u\q~xu,      if 1 < <? < 2,

and the proof stays unchanged for equation (0.1) with the same convective
nonlinearity.

II. There is even the possibility of taking measures as initial data. In fact, as
the problem of a convective equation with partial diffusivity first arose in [EVZ],

the question was to construct and characterize a fundamental solution of (0.1),

i.e. a solution having a Dirac mass as initial data. Such important development

needs further work and is covered in [EVZ], where it is also shown that the

solution has self-similar form.
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III. Clearly, there is a rather large class of equations of the form "conservation

law plus viscosity" to which our approach can be extended, including cases like

here where viscosity is not present in the convection directions, but also cases

where they have common directions, as in

m    r>2 m N

I ' 1 m+1

In this case the entropy condition we propose reads

m     q2 m

dt\u -¥\~¿Z ^tI" -V\<¿Z, dx,[{gi(u) - V) sign(« - y/)]
1    aX' 1

N m d2y/
+ ¿^ dXi[(f(u) - y/) sign(w - y/)] + sign(u - y/)¿Z j^ï »

m+\ 1 '

with yy = y/(xx, ... , xm).

Further investigation is needed to clarify the scope and usefulness of the

concept of solution proposed. To our knowledge this is a novel treatment of

Kruzhkov's entropy approach even in the standard case when viscosity applies

isotropically in all directions.

6. Comparative discussion

Our results can be viewed as providing a unified method of treating the ques-

tion of unique characterization of solutions of scalar conservation laws involving

viscosity in different forms or no viscosity at all. Up to this moment, and to

our knowledge, the question has been treated in detail in the extreme cases of

(i) equations having complete viscosity, and (ii) those having no viscosity at all.

In the case of complete viscosity a typical uniqueness is based on Kato's

inequality [Ka] in the form

A\u -v\< sign(w - v)A(u - v).

The regularity implied by the diffusion term allows to consider time derivatives

as functions so that dt\u-v\ = sign(m -v)-(u-v)t, and the uniqueness proof

consists in integrating d\u-v\t in Q, use the equation and Kato's inequality

to conclude that \u - v\ = 0 a.e.

This is no more possible for the nonviscous case, hence the need for the extra

entropy condition, like Kruzhkov's, which is by the way automatically fulfilled

for a completely viscous law. Thus, no extra conditions need to be imposed on

the solutions in this case.
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